Case Study 1
High Street Productivity
Fiona Scott

I. Introduction
London is a vast network of high streets, from the dense pattern of diverse
activities that characterises the very central zone, to a more dispersed and
largely linear pattern of mixed-use streets outside this central area. These
streets support a fantastic array of different activities on the street front and
in the back streets and hinterlands, which also connect to trade and industrial estates. This chapter takes a look at the rich and varied life of these
important areas of commercial activity in outer London, with an emphasis on their importance to local economies. A number of projects by Gort
Scott Architects (of which the author is a director) including urban design
research and strategy, and site-specific designed interventions, illustrate
how a detailed understanding of these places is critical in order to nurture,
strengthen and incorporate them meaningfully in regeneration plans.
The suburban setting has for centuries been the target of criticism
for the supposed lack of diversity of suburban activity, people or places.
The suburban high street is said to be reliant on shopping and therefore in
an unsustainable journey towards decline. These high streets are typically
thought of as shopping destinations, and as such, the increase in internet
shopping and the impact of ‘out-of-town’ shopping are both widely seen as
severe threats to high streets, leading to a potential terminal decline. But
the reality is that a large part of the high street equation is not about shopping, and these other commercial functions tend to be overlooked, which
has the effect of undermining both the robustness of high streets and their
importance to London’s broader economy.
In our work for the London Development Agency (LDA), we have
identified and mapped over 600 distinct, named stretches of high street
within the London Boroughs (Gort Scott and UCL Bartlett School of
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Plate 1.1
Map showing network of over 600 London high street locations
© Gort Scott Ltd and UCL.

Planning 2010) in order to understand their potential to accommodate
London’s continued growth by exploring their qualities, successes and challenges (see Plate 1.1). From the expensive boutiques of Hampstead High
Street, to the sari shops of Southall, from the curated shopping experience
of Marylebone High Street, to the diverse, free-for-all in Peckham, London’s
high street parades are the front windows that represent their localities.

II. High street diversity
Our investigations into high streets began with a detailed look at a low-key
stretch of high street in Redbridge in outer London with the aim of understanding what these places are made of: their built form, character and use.
Made in the Suburbs is a series of illustrations and analysis, which culminated
in an exhibition (Gort Scott Architects 2009), revealing a suburban high
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Plate 1.2
Hand sketch illustrating high street urban blocks on Roman Road (A1818)
Redbridge, London: a spiritualist church, a tile wholesaler, a Caribbean restaurant
and a Punjabi bakery, amongst other uses
© Gort Scott Ltd.

street of mixed-use urban blocks with swimming pools, mosques, manufacturers of widgets, night-clubs, banqueting halls, churches, multi-use
halls, higher education establishments, crèches, office complexes, garages,
mechanics and aquariums (see Plates 1.2 and 1.3). There is an almost endless mix of different types of use, in which retail plays only a modest part.
This mix extends into the depth of the block that fronts the high street, as well
as above and behind high street frontages. Many of these activities take place
in buildings that were originally designed for a different purpose, in particular the terraced house and the light industrial building. Both these building
types, in their many forms, lend an extraordinary adaptability and flexibility to
the high street, accommodating varied uses over time, and adapting to highly
varied needs through extension and reconfiguration. In terraced houses we
find everything from used car sales to fish aquaria and light industrial buildings have become banqueting halls, gyms, mosques and co-working spaces.
These building types have allowed the high street to continually evolve over
the last 150 years.
The uses at the rear of high street blocks also need to be thought of as
part of the high street. One high street parade at Seven Kings in Redbridge
(see Plate 1.4) is a handsome, if dishevelled, terrace of buildings that contains small shops, a post office, services and food establishments. But
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Plate 1.3
Hand sketch illustrating high street urban blocks on Roman Road (A1818), Redbridge,
London: a recycling centre, learning centre and crèche, café, amongst other uses
© Gort Scott Ltd.

down alleys into the depth of the block, accessed via the high street and
side streets, there also exist a large mosque and teaching centre, nightclub
and more business premises such as carpet fitters and printers, none of
which is visible from the high street, but a clearly part of the life of the street.

III. High street working life
The Redbridge study (Gort Scott Architects 2009) led to Gort Scott Architects
developing a new sensibility towards the high street – a wider appreciation of
its true form and function from an urban design perspective that we had not
encountered elsewhere. This type of sensibility for a place, despite its unassuming appearance, is very important in the context of regeneration, because in
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Plate 1.4
Hand sketch illustrating high street urban blocks on Roman Road (A1818), Redbridge,
London: Seven Kings parade of shops including mosque, night-club and other uses
© Gort Scott Ltd.

redevelopment plans, the diversity and mix of existing buildings and uses on
the high street are often belied by their appearance, and therefore not adequately valued.
The observational work in Redbridge led to a study of the whole of
London. The High Street London report (Gort Scott Architects and UCL
Bartlett School of Planning 2010) reveals in more analytical detail the importance of the employment and work functions of London’s high streets. The
study also reinforces the observations that high streets are much more than
parades of shops. The study shows that in terms of floor area, shops and
services can account for much less than half of the non-residential use on
or adjacent to the high street. Of the high streets chosen for the study, both
Redbridge and Tottenham had nearly 60 per cent of non-residential use for
uses other than retail. In Peckham, 30 per cent of the floor area within 200m
of the high street was in industrial use. In Tottenham 42 per cent was industrial and in Redbridge it was as much as 45 per cent. By looking behind the
façade, down alleys and side streets and mews, the study reveals places of
work, culture and community, and every kind of activity that sustains the city.
The role of high streets in local economies is also reinforced by the
study, which shows that 52 per cent of jobs outside the Central Activities
Zone (CAZ) were on high streets, as were 55 per cent of workplaces outside
the CAZ. This analysis of use and functions is also backed up in conversations with people working on and using the high streets. Similar to research
undertaken by Vaughan and colleagues into three outer London suburbs
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(Vaughan et al. 2009b), our surveys found that typically two-thirds of trips
to high streets were made for activities other than shopping: things like
going to school, to work or to get somewhere else. This should also be
seen in the context of the fact that contrary to a preconception of people
travelling into the city to work, half of Londoners do not daily leave their
local area (Gort Scott Architects and UCL Bartlett School of Planning 2010).
So to understand high streets as purely a retail phenomenon is both to
underestimate and to misunderstand them. High street retail is undoubtedly changing, and in some areas suffering. But our research shows that
we cannot look at one use type in isolation: all of the other uses that were
observed on the high street contribute to the sustainability of shop-front
retail and services. Many different functions are woven together in a web of
interdependency on a micro-level, and we need to reinforce all the varied
business opportunities and amenities of the high street if we want to make
places that thrive.
Many of London’s high streets, especially the main arterial corridors
such as the A1010 (Bishopsgate–Dalston–Tottenham–Edmonton) and the
A1818 (Aldgate–Stratford–Ilford–Romford), have, as historically important
transportation corridors, close proximity with large pockets of land designated for employment and industry. These areas, with the many varied daily
needs of their businesses and workers, can also be seen to be part of the
high street ecology in those corridors. Strategic industrial land and local
authority-designated employment land are still some of the largest areas of
dense employment uses in suburban areas.
It is not just the working life of outer London high streets themselves
that has been undervalued. Similarly, employment areas and industrial
estates have been neglected in urban design discourse. With similar ambitions as the high streets research – to quantify the significance and characteristics of businesses and workplaces in outer London – we carried out
an analytical study involving detailed observations of a number of Strategic
Industrial Land (SIL) sites and Borough Employment Land areas in the
Upper Lea Valley (see Plate 1.5) in north-east London. Historically, some of
London’s more important industrial areas were situated all along the edges
of the Lea Valley, of which only small pockets now remain. As such, industry
and manufacture are a very important part of this area’s heritage. The projects were commissioned by the boroughs of Haringey and Waltham Forest
and provided the opportunity to enquire into the type and scale of business
uses and outputs in some key employment areas: trading estates understood
as industrial estates (Gort Scott Architects 2013a, 2013b). It is worth understanding here that only one-third of industrial land in London is actually in
uses classed as ‘industrial’, the rest being exceedingly varied in use, and
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Plate 1.5
Aerial view showing extent of employment study areas in the Upper Lea Valley for the
two studies, ‘From Around Here’ (Haringey) and ‘Waltham Forest Employment Study’
(Waltham Forest)
© Gort Scott Ltd.
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increasingly occupied by service sector and creative or artisanal manufacturing businesses, as convenient and affordable commercial space (Roger
Tym and Partners 2011). The study areas on the western, Haringey, side of
the Lea Valley are spatially and programmatically linked to the A1010 high
street corridor – High Street Tottenham – which runs north–south up the
valley. On the eastern edge of the valley in Waltham Forest, the study areas
are connected with Blackhorse Road and Blackhorse Lane, a route that also
runs north–south.
In the past, these trading estates were neither understood nor documented well. Statistical understanding within the boroughs of their scale
and output has tended, if it existed at all, to be based on extrapolation of
broad-brush statistics derived from a sample of only around 4 per cent of
businesses (Office for National Statistics (ONS) 2014), and therefore did
not give a good understanding of what happens in localities on a scale
relevant to place-making. The aim of our study was to understand these
trading estates through observation and enquiry at a fine grain, and explore
the richness of the variety of different business activities there. The project
also aimed to provide a better understanding of local links, specialities
and co-dependencies, and establish new contacts between boroughs and
businesses. The over-arching ambition was to provide the basis to help
shift perceptions of the industrial areas in the boroughs, emphasising their
positive contribution to the character and identity of the area through the
outputs and cultures of the businesses and entrepreneurs, rather than
focusing on the negative image of their often unkempt or unwelcoming
appearance.
In most instances, the business or trading estates do not invite wandering through on foot, although they are publicly accessible. This is one of
the practical reasons why many people have scant knowledge of the scale of
these places and what happens there. The research methodology involved
first visiting the industrial areas in person and mapping all of the individual
units within the buildings in that area, through first-hand observation and
conversation. It was important that the business survey was not performed
as a formal questionnaire: most often the manager of the business was
not present when the surveyor visited, so the ability to talk to foremen or
employees and extract information in an easy manner that did not cause
either suspicion or aggravation was very important. In the best cases, a rapport was established and the surveyor was invited into the premises to look
around and hear more about the company.
Of the extrapolated number of over 1,200 businesses across the study
areas, we found that the business types were very varied, although the largest number of businesses were ‘Wholesale/Retail’ and ‘Distribution’, with
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the largest subsector of both of these categories being ‘Food and Beverage’.
There were a large number of service sector businesses (11%) and also automotive and repair sector businesses (9%) in the Haringey areas. The ‘rag
trade’ is also prominent in Haringey, with the manufacture and distribution
of clothes, shoes, accessories and fabrics making up nearly 8 per cent of all
businesses. However, a small but significant ‘Artisanal Manufacturing’ sector is also present in both areas (4 per cent in each, although there would
also be some additional crossover with the separate ‘Design and Creative’
category). Although other business types employ more people and have
higher production output, the specialist artisanal businesses are significant
because they are typically successful and sustainable businesses producing
high-value, high-quality outputs, which often require varied and particular
skills. Many of them are unusual and intriguing businesses run by dynamic,
motivated or entrepreneurial people, and are worthy of promotion and celebration by their borough.
Examples of such specialised businesses in the two study areas are:
Dunhill, hand-made luxury men’s leather goods and briar smoking pipes;
Mandora and Gems Studios, mannequins and wax works; Cox Workshop,
makers of luxury furniture and light fittings; Rosamanda Pleaters, one of the
last remaining fabric pleaters in London; London Stone Conservation, stone
carvers; Sands and Randall, wood carving and conservation; Gina, luxury
hand-made women’s shoes; and Louis Moreau Quilters, hand-made quilting,
to give the flavour of just a few (see Plates 1.6 and 1.7).
As much information as possible was also gathered about the outputs of different businesses. For example, each year on average, Warren
Evans makes around 18,000 beds, Best Bake makes over a million bread
rolls, Gina makes 35,000 pairs of luxury hand-made shoes, San Amvrosia
Health Foods makes 35,000kg of hummus and Redemption Brewers makes
approximately 675,000 pints of craft beer. These kinds of figures, of which
this list is a small sample, illustrate the scale of economic output in a way
that can capture the imagination. They help to convey the varied characters of businesses, beyond the unremarkable and sometimes faceless or
shabby appearance of the places they inhabit. Many of these businesses
were featured in an exhibition on the high street in Tottenham as part of the
project. The exhibition was called ‘From Around Here’ and was presented
notionally as a ‘shop’, emphasising a direct link between the purchasing
power of local people and the productive output of the local trading estates
(see Plate 1.8).
Both the areas covered by the employment studies are currently
undergoing change as part of regeneration initiatives, having received
funding from the Greater London Authority, the Mayor’s organisation.
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Plate 1.6
Cox Workshop, Tottenham
© Philipp Ebeling.

The work on the Tottenham side of the Lea Valley is very extensive, further to a series of master plans linked to the new Tottenham Hotspur
stadium redevelopment. As a consequence, large areas of employment
land and trading estates are being lost in Tottenham to make way for
new mixed-use development. Indeed some of the businesses named
above are likely to have been displaced by the time this goes to print. The
employment study indicates that many businesses are viable but fragile,
and although in theory it is possible for these businesses to relocate,
many businesses depend on local supply chains, a local customer-base,
and local employees to such an extent that being forced to move would,
on balance, precipitate their closure. However, the more serious issue
for thriving businesses is that there would need to be suitable premises
available for relocation and adequate support offered. Between 2006 and
2012, industrial land was released at a rate of 66 per cent more than
the benchmark set by the London Plan for that period (Roger Tym and
Partners 2011) and, in addition, vacancy rates are declining every year,
so there is increasingly nowhere for these jobs to go. Many of the business owners understandably felt proud to be part of the industrial and
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Plate 1.7
Rosamanda Pleaters, Tottenham
© Philipp Ebeling.

business heritage of the area – the cultural heritage of the Upper Lea
Valley – that is valuable to many people, but were undervalued and misunderstood across the capital as a whole.

IV. High street design
As in Tottenham, new housing and mixed-use developments are also
under way on the other side of the Lea Valley in Blackhorse Lane, and some
employment land will also be lost to such development, although the
change is more modest than in Tottenham. Blackhorse Lane is an emerging
high street and is identified as a key area for growth within the Upper Lea
Valley Opportunity Area Planning framework. The area borders the eastern
edge of Walthamstow Wetlands, an extraordinary landscape of Lea Valley
reservoirs that is beautiful in its expanse and peacefulness. The Wetlands
are also designated a Site of Special Scientific interest, with a large migratory bird population that lives in and alongside the man-made infrastructures of the reservoir system.
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Plate 1.8
‘From Around Here Shop’ exhibition of locally produced goods, on High Street
Tottenham
© Gort Scott Ltd.

Blackhorse Lane is an interesting case study to illustrate how an area
of existing and historic manufacture might be integrated with a high street
and its adjacent, existing residential neighbourhoods, as part of a master
plan for new mixed-use neighbourhoods that celebrates rather than rejects
the area’s industry. Attempts have been made to actively build on the working heritage of the area. It is recognised that investment in regeneration that
retains jobs is important to deliver growth in a borough where deprivation is
high, although it remains to be seen whether the full ambitions survive the
development process.
An urban design framework for Blackhorse Lane, carried out by Gort Scott
Architects and a team led by Maccreanor Lavington Architects, focuses on the
landscape and industry characteristics of the area (Maccreanor Lavington and
Gort Scott Architects 2011). The trading estates within the regeneration area
were viewed as important places with their own heritage, culture and character, and not as a blank canvas for development as is often the case. The area’s
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Plate 1.9
Existing industrial buildings, Blackhorse Lane, Waltham Forest
© Gort Scott Ltd.

heritage included both interesting industrial buildings and interesting productive activity. An important achievement of the study was to closely examine
existing buildings within the trading estates, identifying both buildings and
occupants of significant character that would otherwise be overlooked (see
Plate 1.9).
Further to this 2011 urban design framework, funding was obtained from
the Mayor of London as part of the Outer London Fund for high street regeneration, for a suite of projects in Blackhorse Lane (see Plate 1.10). Devised
by Gort Scott Architects, these projects formed a strategy to reinforce the
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Plate 1.9
(Continued)

high street and neighbourhood centre, address the poor perception and
degraded street frontages of the industrial estates, and improve the relationship of the area to the adjacent Wetlands (Gort Scott Architects 2011).
Many of these proposals were delivered by the borough in 2014
(see Plates 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13). New signage to the trading estates and
improvements to the industrial frontages designed by architects We
Made That and graphic designers Europa, are critical components
in improving the interface between the industrial areas on the west
of Blackhorse Lane and the residential areas to the east. The new
‘Blackhorse Workshop’ re-appropriates an existing two-storey industrial
shed to create a fully equipped wood and metal workshop for use by all,
alongside workspace for rent to designer-makers (see Plates 1.14 and
1.15). The valued and successful institution devised, designed, built and
managed by Assemble creates an important link to the area’s culture and
business of making, also carrying out an extensive programme of events
working with local schools and other organisations. A significant piece
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Plate 1.10
Plan showing suite of project proposals for Blackhorse Lane Outer London
Fund (Round 2) bid
© Gort Scott Ltd.

of public art by sign artist and Walthamstow local Chris Bracey has also
been completed (see Plate 1.16), as well as a series of more temporary
photographic works on existing hoardings, advertising local businesses.
Implemented projects also include local wayfinding signage and shopfront improvements.
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Plate 1.11
Blackhorse Lane shop-front improvements
© We Made That, Jakob Spriestersbach, Thomas Adank.

Plate 1.12
Blackhorse Lane public realm and trading estate improvements
© We Made That, Jakob Spriestersbach, Thomas Adank.

These projects are significant in enhancing the distinctiveness of
Blackhorse Lane and creating a diverse, mixed neighbourhood. They work
alongside the emergence of more large-scale commercial development,
while highlighting the importance of local businesses, and in particular local production. Blackhorse Lane provides an example of a sensitive
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Plate 1.13
Blackhorse Lane public realm and trading estate improvements
© We Made That, Jakob Spriestersbach, Thomas Adank.

Plate 1.14
Blackhorse Workshop building devised, designed and implemented by Assemble
and London Borough of Waltham Forest
© Ben Quinton and Blackhorse Workshop.
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Plate 1.15
Blackhorse Workshop building devised, designed and implemented by Assemble
and London Borough of Waltham Forest
© Ben Quinton and Blackhorse Workshop.

Plate 1.16
Artwork at Blackhorse Lane and Forest Road junction, by Chris Bracey (London
Borough of Waltham Forest)
© LB Waltham Forest.
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response to the changing nature of the trading estates in London. This was
achieved through a process that started with careful place-driven research
into the character and culture of the area, setting the conceptual context for
development.
I have tried to illustrate how London’s high streets are much more
than shopping streets. In Blackhorse Lane, as in many other parts of the
capital, both the economy and its distinctive qualities rely on the varied uses
in its adjacent trading estates. Retail is merely the most easily accessible,
outermost face of most high streets, beyond which lie layers of commercial,
creative and cultural and productive activity, which generate opportunities
and make places where people can make lasting and meaningful connections. London’s high streets are places that sustain and are sustained by the
most diverse range of activities possible.
How we observe, analyse and ultimately draw or represent low-key but
complex bits of the suburban city has a direct impact on what it is possible to achieve in terms of implementing change on the ground. Few would
deny the value of local distinctiveness but it becomes a very fragile entity in
the face of sweeping commercial redevelopment. The ability to retain and
successfully build on the underlying qualities of specific places, however
unassuming these places might appear, is not a romantic proposition, but
one that is crucial to preserve valuable jobs, skills and local economies.
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